**Bookmoss Walkthrough**

While the player can’t get stuck in this game, there *is* a three-part mini-story that can easily be missed in part or in entirety. The directions to uncover it are below.

Young Goodman Brown, Walkthrough:
The player can enter the world of Young Goodman Brown, the story by Nathaniel Hawthorne, by touching pieces of moss found in three locations near the Old Manse, which is playable (in explore mode, as Jon) in Chapters 4, 6, and 8.

Moss locations:

1. The book at the Obelisk (near the bridge).
2. The paper in the Forest Center (found by “wandering” for several moves in the Forest near the Road)
3. The closed booklet in the Space Under the Attic Stairs (found by pushing the loose panel in the closet in the Study/Saints Chamber, which is one of the four rooms accessible via the Upper Hall in the Old Manse)

The order does not matter, but each moss only works once per playthrough.